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i will begin with a short story about my background. i studied physics at 
the university of tokyo. i was attracted to particle physics because of three 
famous names, nishina, tomonaga and yukawa, who were the founders 
of particle physics in Japan. But these people were at different institutions 
than mine. on the other hand, condensed matter physics was pretty good at 
tokyo. i got into particle physics only when i came back to tokyo after the 
war. in hindsight, though, i must say that my early exposure to condensed 
matter physics has been quite beneficial to me. 

particle physics is an outgrowth of nuclear physics, which began in the 
early 1930s with the discovery of the neutron by chadwick, the invention of 
the cyclotron by lawrence, and the ‘invention’ of meson theory by yukawa 
[1]. the appearance of an ever increasing array of new particles in the sub-
sequent decades and advances in quantum field theory gradually led to our 
understanding of the basic laws of nature, culminating in the present stan-
dard model.

When we faced those new particles, our first attempts were to make sense 
out of them by finding some regularities in their properties. researchers in-
voked the symmetry principle to classify them. a symmetry in physics leads to 
a conservation law. Some conservation laws are exact, like energy and electric 
charge, but these attempts were based on approximate similarities of masses 
and interactions.

nevertheless, seeing similarities is a natural and very useful trait of the 
human mind, the near equality of proton and neutron masses and their 
interactions led to the concept of isospin Su(2) symmetry [2]. on the other 
hand, one could also go in the opposite direction, and elevate a symmetry to 
a more elaborate gauged symmetry. then symmetry will determine dynamics 
as well, a most attractive possibility. thus the beautiful properties of electro-
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magnetism were extended to the Su(2) non-abelian gauge field [3]. But 
strong interactions are short range. giving a mass to a gauge field destroys 
gauge invariance.

Spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB), which is the main subject of my 
talk, is a phenomenon where a symmetry in the basic laws of physics appears 
to be broken. in fact, it is a very familiar one in our daily life, although the 
name SSB is not [4]. for example, consider an elastic straight rod standing 
vertically. it has a rotational symmetry; it looks the same from any horizontal 
direction. But if one applies increasing pressure to squeeze it, it will bend in 
some direction, and the symmetry is lost. the bending can occur in principle 
in any direction since all directions are equivalent. But you do not see it un-
less you repeat the experiment many times. this is SSB.

SSB in quantum mechanics occurs typically in a uniform medium consist-
ing of a large number of elements. it is a dynamical effect. a symmetry allows 
some freedom of action to each of them but the interaction among them 
forces them, figuratively speaking, to line up like a crowd of people looking 
into the same direction. then it is not easy to change the direction wholesale 
even if it is allowed by the symmetry hence does not take energy, because 
the action is not a local operator. So the symmetry appears to be lost. it is 
still possible to recover the lost symmetry by a global operation, but it would 
amount to a kind of phase transition. Some of the examples are:

physical system  broken symmetry

ferromagnets  rotational invariance (with respect to spin)

crystals   translational and rotational invariance (modulo   

   discrete values)

superconductors local gauge invariance (particle number)

SSB in a medium then has the following characteristic properties:

1. the ground state has huge degeneracy. a symmetry operation takes one 
ground state to another.

2. only one of the ground states and a complete set of excited states built on 
it are realized in a give situation. 

3. SSB is in general lost at sufficiently high temperatures. 

in relativistic quantum field theory, this phenomenon becomes also possible 
for the entire space-time, for the “vacuum” is not void, but has many intrinsic 
degrees of freedom. in this context, it may play an important role in cosmol-
ogy. as the universe expands and cools down, it may undergo one or more 
SSB phase transitions from states of higher symmetries to lower ones, which 
change the governing laws of physics.
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i will now recall the chain of events which led me to the idea of SSB and 
its application to particle physics. one day in 1956 r. Schrieffer gave us a 
seminar on what would come to be called the BcS theory [5] of supercon-
ductivity. i was impressed by the boldness of their ansatz for the state vector, 
but at the same time i became worried about the fact that it did not appear 
to respect gauge invariance. Soon thereafter Bogoliubov [6] and Valatin [7] 
independently introduced the concept of quasiparticles as fermionic excita-
tions in the BcS medium. the quasiparticles did not carry a definite charge 
as they were a superposition of electron and hole, with their proportion 
depending on the momentum. how can one then trust the BcS theory for 
discussing the electromagnetic properties like the meissner effect? it actually 
took two years for me to resolve the problem to my satisfaction. there were 
a number of people who also addressed the same problem, but i wanted to 
understand it in my own way. essentially it is the presence of a massless col-
lective mode, now known by the generic name of nambu-goldstone (ng) 
boson, that saves charge conservation or gauge invariance.

the Bogoliubov-Valatin (BV) quasiparticles are described by the equations [8]
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here, ψ p,+  and ψ− p,−
†  are the wave functions for an electron and a hole of 

momentum p and spin + or –, εp is the kinetic energy relative to the fermi 
energy, and 2∆ is the energy gap. in terms of spinlike matrices τi the corre-
sponding hamiltonian and the charge-current are
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the BV ground state is ! p 0 = 0  for all p. the charge does not commute with 
H0, and the continuity equation does not hold, which is the problem. But it 
has turned out that the same interaction that led to the BcS-BV ground state 
also leads to collective excitations f, which contributes to the charge-current 
and restores the continuity equation. the correct expression is
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where f represents the ng mode. physically it corresponds to excitations that 
tend to restore the lost symmetry. its energy goes to zero in the long wave-
length limit as it corresponds to the global symmetry operation. it also hap-
pens that the above ng mode mixes with the coulomb interaction among 
the electrons because of their common long-range nature, and turns into the 
well-known plasmons with

(4) ω2 = en2/m

where e, n, m, are respectively the charge, density, and mass of the electron. 
the formal similarity of the BV equation to the Dirac equation naturally led 
me to transport the BcS theory to particle physics [9]. the gap ∆ goes over 
to the mass M, which breaks chirality ∼ γ5 rather than the ordinary charge 
∼ 1: the axial current is the analog of the electromagnetic vector current 
in the BcS theory. if chirality is a broken symmetry, the matrix elements of 
the axial current between nucleon states of four-momentum p and p’ should 
have the form

(5)   !µ5 "p , p( ) = ! µ! 5 # 2M! 5 qµ q2( )F q2( ), ! "! exp #i$( ), qµ = !pµ " pµ

So chiral symmetry is compatible with a finite nucleon mass M provided that 
there exists a massless pseudoscalar ng boson. in reality, there is a pseudos-
calar pion, and the vector and axial vector interactions that appear in weak 
decays of the nucleons and the pion had the properties

(6)  gV � gA     gπ 2M gA G�

where gV, and ga are vector and axial vector couplings of the nucleon, gπ is 
axial coupling for the pion, g is the pion-nucleon coupling, and M is the 
nucleon mass. the second relation was known as the goldberger-treiman 
relation [10], and it implies that the matrix element of the axial vector part 
of nucleon decay is

(7) 
 
ΓµA γ µγ 5 − 2Mγ 5 qµ q2 − mπ

2( ),�  

which differs from eq. (5) by the presence of pion mass. in view of the small-
ness of mπ compared to M, i made the hypothesis that the axial current is an 
approximately conserved quantity, the nucleon mass is generated by an SSB 
of chirality, and the pion is the corresponding ng boson which should be-
come massless in the limit of exact conservation (proton and neutron masses 
should also become equal.)

the model system [11] i worked out subsequently with Jona-lasinio is a 
concrete realization of the proposed SSB. it has the form similar to the BcS 
model
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(8)
 

L = −ψγ µ∂µψ + g ψψ( )2 − ψγ 5ψ( )2



  

which is invariant against the particle number and chiral transformations
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after SSB, the “nucleon” acquires a mass 
 
M ~ 2g ψψ . although the model 

is non-renormalizable, it is easy to demonstrate the SSB mechanism. the 
generated mass M is determined by the “gap equation”

(10) 
2π 2

gΛ2 = 1− M 2

Λ2 ln 1+ Λ2

M 2







where Λ is a cutoff. Bound states of nucleon-antinucleon (meson) and nucle-
on-nucleon (dibaryon) pairs of spin 0 and 1 were also found. in particular, 
the masses of 

 
0− , ψγ 5ψ( )~  and 

 
0+ , ψψ( )~  mesons are found to be 0 and 2M 

respectively. a more realistic two-flavor model was also considered by gener-
alizing eq. (8) to

(11) L = −ψγ µ∂µψ + g ψψ( )2 − ψγ 5τ iψ( ) ψγ 5τ iψ( )i∑ 

with a similar gap equation. We get an isovector 0– pion and an isoscalar 
0+. the actual pion mass was generated by a small explicit bare mass in the 
lagrangian of the order of 5 meV. this also induced a change of axial coup-
ling constant ga in the right direction.

other examples of the BcS-type SSB are 3he superfluidity and nucleon pair-
ing in nuclei [12]. in general there exist simple mass relations among the 
fermion and the bosons in BcS-type theories [13]. the BcS theory also ac-
counts for the generation of the london mass for the electromagnetic field. 
this problem is made simple in terms of the higgs scalar field [14]. the 
relativistic analog of the london relation is, in momentum space,

jµ q( ) = Kµ! q( )A! ,

(12) Kµν = δµν − qµ qν q2( )K q2( ),

 
K q2( )�q2 q2 − m2( )

the third relation shows the massless ng boson turning into a massive “plas-
mon”, a process corresponding to eq. (4). this was successfully applied to 
weak gauge field in the Weinberg-Salam (WS) theory [15] of electroweak 
unification. the fermion masses are also generated and break chiral invari-
ance. these so-called current masses for the up and down quarks play the 
role of the bare mass in the nJl model.
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in the current standard model of particle physics, the nJl model may be 
regarded as an effective theory for the QcD with respect to generation of the 
so-called constituent masses. one is interested in the low energy degrees of 
freedom on a scale smaller than some cut-off Λ~ 1 geV. the short distance 
dynamics above Λ as well as the confinement may be treated as a pertur-
bation. the problem has been extensively studied by many people. the 
lagrangian adopted by hatsuda and kunihiro [16] is

(13) L = LQCD " LNJL + LKMT + #L  

LNJL is for the quarks, and contains “current mass” terms. LKMT refers to the 

kobayashi-maskawa-t’hooft chiral anomaly

(14) LKMT = gD det qi 1− γ 5( )qj  + h.c.( )  

Both of them contributes to the explicit breaking of chiral invariance 
(δL contains the effects of confinement and one gluon exchange.) the 

WS theory resembles the ginzburg-landau [17] description of superconduc-
tivity, which was shown to follow from the BcS theory by gor’kov [18]. in the 
same way the nJl model goes over to the model of gell-mann and levy [19]. 
if this analogy turns out real, the higgs field might be an effective descrip-
tion of underlying dynamics. 

finally i will end this lecture with a comment on the mass hierarchy prob-
lem. hierarchical structure is an outstanding feature of the universe. the 
masses of known fundamental fermions also make a hierarchy stretching 11 
orders of magnitude. mass is not quantized in a simple regular manner like 
charge and spin. mass is a dynamical quantity since it receives contributions 
from interactions. But we do not see yet a pattern like those in the hydrogen 
atom, which led to quantum mechanics, or the regge trajectories, which led 
to the dual string picture. 

the BcS mechanism seems relevant to the problem, as was remarked 
earlier. it generates a mass gap for fermions, plus the nambu-goldstone and 
higgs modes as low-lying bosons. the bosons may act in turn as an agent for 
further SSB, leading to the possibility of hierarchical SSB or “tumbling” [20]. 
in fact we already have examples of it [21]:

1. the chain atoms – crystal – phonon – superconductivity. the ng mode 
for crystal formation is the phonon, which induces the cooper pairing of 
electrons to cause superconductivity 

2. the chain QcD – chiral SSB of quarks and baryons – π, σ and other me-
sons – nuclei formation and nucleon pairing – nuclear collective modes. 
no further elaboration would be required 

i am greatly thankful to g. Jona-lasinio for his help in the planning of this 
lecture.
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